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In late 30's and early 40's 19th century，Taiwan were facing the situation of the internal and 
external problems. On the one hand，the social internal problems such as destitute of local 
officials and the public、corruption of officials、frequention of “turmoil”、exinanition  of army 
regulation were need to solve, on the other hand, the invasion of British colonists to Taiwan 
during the  opium war was also need to resist.In response to these situations, Yao Ying actively 
considered the measures,and properly solved problems, to achieve the dual purpose of “Internal 
and external stability”. The handling affairs ideology of Yao Ying during the period, included his 
strategy of“stabilizing the country”、measures of“resist ingforeign aggression”and his attitude 
about the relation of both. 
On the strategy of“stabilizing the country”,Yao Ying effectively maintained social stability 
of TaiWan by adopting the policy of caring for vagrants and the measures of benevolent authority 
and comforting suppression.As the same time,Yao Ying also rectificated atmosphere of 
bureaucratic、stabilized and made people rich,advocated culture and education to solve the 
long-term problems of the social. About the measures of“resist ingforeign aggression”,Yao Ying 
identified the orientation of“code-based” through field reconnaissance and strength comparison 
both British colonists and Qing Dynasty: preparing for deployment on local conditions, rebelling 
British colonists by mobilizing the people. On the relations of the “stabilizing the country”and 
“resist ingforeign aggression”, Yao Ying proposed the viewpoint of“resisting foreign aggression 
after stabilizing the country”,meaning the “stabilizing the country” was considered the priority 
target. At the time of the historical background, the viewpoint of“resisting foreign aggression 
after stabilizing the country”of Yao Ying had a certain sense of rationality,however, it revealed 
Yao Ying's idea of anti-people as “chaos”. 
As a scholar of traditional bureaucratic in Qing Dynasty, the handling affairs ideology of 
Yao Ying was formed by a number of factors, mainly including his ambition of serving his 
country、handling affairs experience、behaving“moral integrity”and treating the masses and 
British colonists attitude. With regard to the handling affairs ideology of Yao Ying ,we should 
recognize that it contains the positive contents meanwhile involving the negative factors, and 
also cover the open color meanwhile embodying the conservative elements. 
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